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Domestic Violence Awareness Month in Harrisburg

This year, we’ve had a very active Domestic Violence Awareness Month! We started with our traditional DVAM 
Ceremony at the State Capitol, honoring the lives we lost as a consequence of domestic violence in 2017, fol-
lowed by the passage of HB 2060. The Governor signed HB 2060 privately last Friday. You can find coverage 
of these events on our social media profiles. The ceremonial signing will likely occur in November, but this is 
not yet public information. Additionally, the Capitol fountain lights are purple this week in honor of domestic 
violence awareness month. 

 “Today Pennsylvania is taking a long-overdue step forward to keep guns from abusers and honor all the victims 
of domestic violence that have lost their lives at the hands of their abuser with a firearm,” Governor Wolf said. 
“Domestic violence is a scourge on our society and these reforms will go a long way to protect victims, hold 
abusers accountable and keep guns out of the hands of dangerous individuals. I want to personally thank the 
hundreds of advocates and everyday citizens that made their voices heard and got this bill to my desk.”

On behalf of the Women’s Center of Montgomery County and the PA Coalition Against Domestic Violence, thank 
you for the continuous support and your tremendous advocacy on behalf of victims of domestic violence! Your 
work has not gone unnoticed at the Capitol. 
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Partnership between WCMC and Art Fusion, Pottstown 

    

In less modern times community gatherings were places where people came together to 
celebrate, nurture, encourage and console each other, especially during difficult times.  In more 
modern times this practice has fallen into decline, and places where people can share personal 
stories of trauma, express emotions, and be heard in an atmosphere of acceptance and 
understanding, are a less common way of dealing with problems. 

The Women’s Center office in Pottstown has offered support group services to victims of 
domestic abuse for almost fifteen years.  We provide a group setting where women can receive 
mutual support and validation, encouragement and empowerment. Our group provides support 
and education for women coping with current or past abuse.  No two relationships are the same, 
but it is helpful to talk to others who have had similar experiences of physical, emotional, sexual 
and financial abuse.  Our counselors facilitate and provide information about the dynamics of 
abuse to help group members recognize the warning signs, and plan ways to keep themselves and 
their families safe. 

Earlier this year we began to look for additional ways to help our group members on their 
journey to recovery, and look at the healing power of arts. For survivors of domestic violence, 
the impact the abuse can be too difficult to verbalize through words alone. Art therapy is a way 
to assist survivors to safely express and contain these feelings, cope with traumatic memories 
and triggers, and strengthen a sense of safety. It helps to address psychological and emotional 
needs through art media and the creative process, to foster self-expression, create coping skills, 
and manage stress.   

As a result we collaborated with Art Fusion, a nonprofit group in the greater Pottstown area, 
whose mission is to enrich lives, spark creativity, and build self-confidence through promotion of 
the arts.  Together we have developed a 12 week program, which will include drawing, painting, 
knitting, crocheting, pottery, mosaics, jewelry making and journaling. A counselor is present to 
answer any questions or facilitate discussions for the group on domestic abuse. Confidentiality is 
essential to this group. 

If you have any questions about this program , which is now in its third week, please contact 
Pauline at WCMC Pottstown, 610-970-7363, and use our 24 Hour Hotline for any issues relating 
to domestic abuse – 1-800-773-2424.; www.wcmontgo.org 

Questions about Art Fusion programs can be addressed to Erika Cooper, 610-326-2506, 
www.artfusion1964.org. 
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Abusers and the Family Courts:
An article by From Pauline McGibbon, WCMC Staff member

“Why do abusive men turn up disproportionately in custody disputes? First, abusive men don’t do well at separating their 
own needs from those of their children, so they don’t consider how injurious it could be for the children to be taken away 
from the primary care of their mother, where they feel secure. Second, the abusive man is focused on power and control, 
and may ignore the harm he causes the children in his desperate race to settle old scores. And his lack of respect for the 
mother’s humanity, a center pin of the abusive mentality, can permit him to believe that she is the one who will harm the 
children, not him. Occasionally, the abusive man’s main reason for seeking custody seems to be a desire to avoid having 
to pay child support.”

Lundy Bancroft. 
An abused woman can be vulnerable in family court because she does not understand that the impact of her history of 
abuse with the abuser can get lost in the process, and that abusers often win, by continuing to control their victim through 
the very system she believes will support her. The custodial process becomes a tool to terrorize, and to retaliate for sepa-
ration. An estimated 25-58% of disputed custody cases involve domestic abuse.

Some mistakenly believe the court will not grant custody to an abuser, but judges often take the view that if the parents 
have separated, the potential for abuse has been removed, and if the father did not beat the children, there is no reason 
to impact his relationship with them. This is true despite the fact that almost every state has laws that say that domestic 
violence is relevant to custody and visitation disputes. The situation is worse when the mother does not have proof of the 
abuse, e.g. police reports, medical reports, or where a judge concludes that the parties may have “abused each other,” as 
abusers often claim to be victims too. Even before the abuser gets to the “theater “ of court, where he can perform well 
and calmly under observation, he has opportunities to manipulate and ridicule his victim at mediation and through the 
use of custody evaluators. These professionals often have little training on domestic abuse, and none at all on abusive 
men as parents. Abusive men present themselves as calm, reasonable people in court, do not appear as a “typical abuser 
“in any obvious way, and can play the role of hurt, misunderstood “victim” brilliantly.

The abused woman can display a very different character. She may carry the effects of many years of abuse, suffer from 
depression/ PTSD.  She may present as the one with the greater problems. Trauma may alter her affect, making her look 
emotional, unstable, over sensitive. 

Mothers may be accused of “parental alienation “in court, a term which has been rejected by every credible medical 
source as junk science. What she says about abuse is minimized, classed as exaggeration and lies.  She is portrayed as an 
over protective mother, while he is a man who just wants a loving relationship with his children.

Abusers may have more financial resources to utilize in the battle for custody and credibility. They have the resources to 
hire expensive laws firms and to continue the fight for as long as possible. Child custody litigation can become a nightmare 
experience, deliberately so, including seeking sole custody, abusing the discovery process by seeking embarrassing or 
irrelevant information about the mother, trying to re-litigate issues that have already been decided by the court ,and drag-
ging the process out as long as possible by repeatedly seeking continuances. Abusers can force the victim back into court 
time and again by seeking to modify parenting plans or child support orders, or by bringing contempt motion, regardless 
of their merit.  The mother quickly runs out of money to use legal services, and cannot take any more time off work.

Abusers use gender bias in the courtroom by emphasizing stereotypes about the social and economic realities of women 
and men’s lives.  Where the woman has been the long-term caregiver, her lack of formal education or career orientation 
may be used to portray her as lazy and stupid.  If the mother is an immigrant, abusers will make reports to immigration 
authorities in an attempt to have her deported.
What Can We As Advocates Do?

Risks of violence, rape, and homicide are highest when victims leave. Abuse continues by using children as pawns. 
Helping to recognize and advocate for the issues facing abuse victims in divorce and custody contexts is an important 
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task for domestic violence programs. Abuse rarely ends with the final decree. Continual safety planning is essential.

Assist in providing domestic violence education/awareness training to those involved in the custody process, - attorneys, 
judges, court staff, sheriffs, mediators, evaluators, conciliators.  Update that training in light of new guidance and best 
practice.

Help victims focus on the on the long term. Sometimes abusive men give up, reaching a point where they can no longer 
convince everyone, including children, they have no abuse problem. We can assist women in working on their relation-
ships with their children as well as their own self-esteem and self-confidence.  We can assist in seeking good parenting 
programs, therapy, group counseling, and programs they can attend with their children. 
Attend hearings with our clients, help them feel that the courtroom is not a place where her security will be undermined. 
Assist them in preparing the evidence, reports, and witnesses, anything they might need for their case.

Assist clients in resource finding, - legal, emotional, practical, and spiritual. 

There is no love deeper, yet more vulnerable, than the love that caring parents feel for their children. It is a rewarding, 
protective, but fearful and sometimes seeming hopeless love.  Non abusive parents feel the burden acutely, they must 
protect the children, themselves, and protect their children from growing up to repeat the habits of the abusive parent.

Hope’s Story – “My Way Down To Crazy Town”.

At first there was the unraveling of the truth, and the derailment of the marriage, then the smear campaign and the 
division of family, friends and the confidantes, and in my case working for the same company it made it much more 
difficult to manage. “Edwin” smeared my reputation with the constant lies, and his posse of flying monkeys supporting 
him the entire way. The abuse continued at work, eventually I lost my long-term position due to so called “reorga-
nization”, while he got to stay, untouched.  The divorce and custody proceedings left me with a very lofty legal bill. 
I had to fire my attorney, and navigate the twisted, complicated judicial process with limited support, guidance and 
knowledge. I still owe my attorney a great deal of money. All this time, Edwin, has continued to live his life without 
any interruptions.  He has a luxurious townhome, gets a new cars every time he changes girlfriends, vacations abroad, 
trolls Match.com and other dating sites, looking for the next victim.  Once his mask slips and he reveals himself, the 
girlfriends leave, or he dumps them when he sees it coming. He jumps from one relationship to another, discontent 
with life but validating his ego.

He continues to abuse me through the courts, fighting the support order since 2014.  My case has been to Supreme 
Court several times, quashed and denied, appeal after appeal.  He has criticized and mocked the courts and the family 
judges, just because they hold him financially responsible for his own child. He wants the “ownership” of his child, 
but not the responsibility.  Every time I open mail it’s another filing, almost like a monthly bill, I have come to expect. 
It’s exhausting even though it’s expected. I hate my mailbox.  He feels entitled to challenge me, the judges, the court, 
and the amounts of support money.  He has attacked the reputations of judges, and claims they have made mistakes in 
the law, but the mistake is always not agreeing with him.  He summons me to court constantly to continue the abuse. 
Multiple filings cause confusion, and give him a venue to argue and to prove his superiority, to criticize and ridicule 
me as a parent, and to disagree with all rulings. 

He has argued with court staff, sheriffs, support officers and anyone who does not agree with him. I have boxes and 
boxes of papers, all generated by him, and I drag them to each new home I move to, afraid to get rid of them, but want-
ing to shred them because they cause me anxiety and stress. I hate to say it, but the system is backwards. They seem 
to allow the abuser to continue the abuse, and the victim is repeatedly abused over and over.  Every Holiday, Birthday, 
whether mine, his or our daughters, there is an automatic filing, it’s nonstop. He tries to take the joy from our lives. 
He, like any other narcissistic abuser, wants to destroy, oppress you, stifle and break you down, so that you give up and 
give in. They try to put you down, make you feel insignificant, small, unworthy, stupid, and crazy.  They threaten to 
call the police for trivial arguments, to prove to you that the police are really on their side, because they are right. They 
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use every opportunity at medical appointments, school events, exchanges or any public venue to force their delusional 
twisted perception of reality, creating diversions, and starting confrontations.  They do all the talking and do not allow 
you to speak, manipulating the situation to make you look like the bad guy. They wait for you to react, to try to defend 
yourself, and then they accuse you of being abusive.
 
This is the modus operandi of a narcissist - to blame, shame, and humiliate the victim, and turn attention away from 
them to cause confusion, the “deflection maneuver”.  This is confusing for my innocent daughter, who oddly has uncon-
ditional love for this man, and the audience looking on, judging me and my every move.  They use their verbal lashings 
to draw attention away from their wrongdoing.  You can read all the self-help books and go to therapy, but it’s so easy 
to be thrown off track when you are tending to your child’s needs, you are so focused on them and not on your own 
that  you unknowingly let down the guard and fall victim, time and time again. Others do not see this game, and if they 
do, they don’t want to get involved. This game paralyses me, I am not wired this way. It is a form of madness I cannot 
even align myself with.  I am a very strong person, but this debilitates me. Although, I am out of the relationship there 
is no real escape, we have a daughter and we share custody.

Edwin walks the line very carefully, he is not a naturalized citizen, but he has been here long enough to know what he 
can get away with, to know the loopholes, the boundary not to cross. I on the other hand, am trying to make ends meet 
and raise my daughter is a positive way. But at every corner there is a new challenge, another uphill battle. I have lost 
jobs from having to attending numerous court hearings, and because of his manipulation of the custody schedule to 
disrupt my routine, I am in a more vulnerable position.  This narcissist wants to show the court he is the better suited 
parent, by constantly scheming ways to make me look unstable. He is the better story teller than I am a truth teller. 
Liars can be so believable.

My daughter believes her father and his current girlfriend are planning to move and take her away from me, and I am 
fearful because it happened before with his first wife. At that time he told me she was lazy and didn’t like to work, 
didn’t show up at doctor appointments, yet all the time he was dragging her through the courts, and like me she lost 
jobs, housing and eventually her son. History is repeating itself. It pisses him off that I am strong, that I fight back, and 
I won’t give up on parenting my daughter. He talks to my daughter like she is an adult, not a ten year old child, he tries 
to make her his ally. These are hostile parenting tactics. He uses her to send and receive messages, putting her in the 
middle. It’s damaging and he has no concern for her wellbeing.  I am fearful of her turning into him and losing herself.  

You hear about the effects of stress and how it impacts your overall health, this cycle of financial and emotional abuse 
is a life sentence to me. Well-meaning people say take pills, sign up for Yoga, mindfulness, clean eating - these cop-
ing methods have a high price tag.  I feel broke spiritually, financially, mentally, socially.  I suffer high anxiety, PTSD 
and low self-esteem, purely as a result of this abuse. Here I am drowning in a pool of self-doubt, low self-esteem and 
insecurities.   I may be slightly bent, but I am not broken, and I know that one day I will be free of the drama he creates 
in our lives. I am thankful for everyone who has believed in me, supported me, offered prayer and a helping hand. I am 
especially grateful for the years of support and advocacy I have received from the Women’s Center of Montgomery 
County, helping me find my way to healing and recovery. 
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Pottstown News 
Submitted by Pauline McGibbon

Tri Community Network – In recognition of Domestic Violence Awareness Month - Karen Widdoss present-
ed her story on10/16/18 to the members of TCN.

At the invitation of WCMC, Karen Widdoss, survivor of a vicious and violent attack by an ex-boyfriend, 
and strident campaigner for Karen’s Law SB 
1023, told her story. She was just sixteen years 
old when she was stalked, strangled, raped and 
stabbed by her ex-boyfriend.  She was left under 
a bed, in her own home, to die.  But Karen’s 
will to live was too strong.  She was a child of a 
single mother and they lived eight houses from 
her grandparents on the same street. Karen’s 
mother always told her that if she was ever 
in trouble she should run to her grandparents’ 
house for help.  Wrapped in a sheet and hold-
ing onto the bleeding wounds in her neck, she 
did what her mother said, and her grandfather 
used the first aid skills he had learned in military 
service, to save her life.

Then came the trial process, which Karen 
learned was not victim oriented. She de-
scribed how her attacker made bail, without 
her knowledge.  She described a hostile court 
environment and a less than sympathetic judge.  
But the trauma did not end there. Every year after the minimum sentence was served, her attacker applied 
for parole.  Since 2009, thanks to the efforts of other campaigners (such as Gary Gregory, “Ellen’s Law”) 
victims have been permitted to present to members of the parole board prior to considering an application 
for parole. Karen, like many victims, attends every year, but in defiance of the lack of balance for victims in 
this process, she began a campaign to voice the concerns of victims of crime.  She began to speak publicly 
about her experiences, the dangers of stalking, the warning signs, and how to seek help.  She began to work 
with Senator John Sabatina to pass Karen’s Law, which will give the victims of sexually violent crimes three 
years between each parole application, rather than the current one.

During the presentation the audience discussed some changes that have been made to make the criminal 
justice system more comfortable to victims and their families, such as PA Savin, a notification system for 
release, advocate accompaniment to all hearings, including parole board, more specific charging for domestic 
violence crime, (new strangulation charges since 2017), more victim input at trial and sentencing.

Karen also discussed the impact this terrible crime and its aftermath has had on her family and friends.  Her 
family are her source of inspiration and courage, and her husband travels with her to her speaking engage-
ments and her campaign meetings. 

What can we as advocates do?

We can ensure that we support and safety plan with our clients throughout the long criminal process, from 



preliminary hearing, to PFA court, to trial, sentencing and parole. We can assist them with information, re-
sources and accompany them to all meetings and hearings, a process that can take many years, because a 
victim’s sentence is the same as a perpetrator’s, except that when the he/she is released, the victim‘s sentence 
becomes tougher.

We can actively support the passing of Karen’s Law, which will be reintroduced into the new legislative 
agenda in 2019.  Karen’s Law has bi-partisan support, and we can call or write to our state representatives and 
senators, informing them about the bill, and asking for their support.  Please also visit Karen’s Law Facebook 
page, hit “like” and leave supportive comments.  Invite friends to do the same. 
Once Karen’s Law is passed for sexually violent predators, we can begin to campaign for it to be applied to 
all victims of crime, and help to spare our clients the trauma of a yearly commitment to the parole process, 
a responsibility that should never be theirs to begin with. 

On behalf the Women’s Center of Montgomery County, and the Tri Community Network, I would like to 
thank Karen, and her family, for their courage in sharing their story, and their commitment to improve the 
safety of victims.

A BRIGHTER DAY
by Denise Flynn, Program Director, Legal Advocacy Project

October was Domestic Violence Awareness Month. In our courthouse, businesses and churches, we honored, 
celebrated, and recognized people for their community minded-ness. Pastor Byron Craig of Norristown, PA 
received such an honor in the courthouse in celebration of his support in helping victims of domestic vio-
lence and their families to see a brighter day in their lives. Many individuals, businesses and organizations 
partnered with the Women’s Center of Montgomery County to raise awareness and give support.

This October, a local church in Norristown, New Beginnings Evangelistic Outreach Ministries, celebrated 
survivors of domestic violence for the second year, via its “Brighter Day” Program.  This year, four women 
were celebrated and honored for their journey to end domestic violence in their lives. They invited family 
members and friends, they shared, if they wanted, for five minutes about their journey, or read a poem, or 
whatever for their spotlight, received a certificate of appreciation and accolades, and afterwards, shared a 
small repast of food with all who came, with pride, happy tears and smiles.  For some, it is the first time 
anyone acknowledged them in a public, positive light or gave them a platform to voice their journey.

“Brighter Day” celebration is to remind survivors that they will reach their goal(s) and they do not journey 
alone. The Women’s Center and New Beginnings are two of their “lifeline” supports towards their goal(s).  
“Brighter Day” reminds us that each of us are on a journey toward ameliorating our lives, and we’re at vari-
ous stages at any given time. For these survivors, some may be out of it for many years and some are still 
struggling, yet have not given up the fight! Knowing there is support, encouragement, and hope, enables 
victims to be survivors and conquerors of their own lives, taking back the power and control over their own 
lives, one day at a time.  



The Development Committee:
Taking A Look Back And Moving Forward!

Submitted by Development Committee Co-Chair Marguerite Nocchi, Esq.

The Development Committee is responsible for overseeing all special events and fundraising activities.

Looking back:

The 14th annual walk/ run was held  on Aug 5th.  As always it was inspirational and well attended. This year the 
Center honored the “first responders” of domestic violence prevention. The honorees were:   Jan Harris from 
the Abington PD, Sgt. JoAnne Pepitone from Lower Merion PD, Pauline McGibbon, Lethality Assessment 
Coordinator for the Pottstown PD , Officer Andrew Bochanski from the Upper Dublin PD, Lt. Mark Drakoley, 
from the Upper Moreland PD and Magisterial District Judge, Suzan Leonard. Some of the teams included:  
Metzger’s Strength, Carlee’s Crew and Nocchi Law Pirates.

We also held a joint fundraiser with Wonen in Transition on October 23rd.  The event took place at Toasted 
Walnut in Philadelphia.  It was a a happy hour and close to 50 people were in attendance.  We had raffle 
baskets and three silent auction items!  The owner of Toasted Walnut, Denise Cohen donated the happy hour 
appetizers, thank you Denise for your generosity.

Moving Forward:

Our committee is excited to plunge into our new fiscal year.  As of this year, the entire board is on the 
development committee.  The co-chairs of development(Dov Weiner and Marguerite Nocchi, Esquire) have 
designated task forces as follows:  walk/run, spring gala, coin jar campaign, corporate sponsors, marketing 
and communication, international women’s day and other special events.

Each task force will plan an event/program, prepare a press release that will be reviewed by the Executive 
Director before release, and provide a complete list of tasks for each event.

Thank you for those who have already signed up for a task force.  If you are interested in joining a taskforce 
please email me at mnocchi@nocchilaw.com



   In 2016, there were 102 lives lost to domestic violence in the Commonwealth. This bipartisan bill,
providing a pathway for Pennsylvanians to get out of dangerous situations, is over two years in the
making. The relocation requirements below are currently required by federal statute under the Violence
Against Women Act (VAWA) and already implemented and enforced under Housing and Urban
Development (HUD) regulations. 
   SB 919 PN 1549 is the result of comprehensive negotiations between all stakeholders noted below to
ensure that the relocation requirements under VAWA by regulation on the federal level are implemented
and preserved for Pennsylvanians by statute on the state level. It will not cost anything to the
Commonwealth because housing authorities are federally funded and are not being asked to do
anything more than they are now. Additionally, while HUD allows 30 days for an authority to review the
emergency transfer application, Pennsylvania housing authorities advise if all information they need is
provided for a completed request, this determination should not take more than 5 days.

What does SB 919 do?
   • Applies the federal VAWA and its regulations on the state level.
   • Ensures domestic or sexual violence survivors in public housing may qualify for an emergency 
      transfer to relocate.
   • To qualify for an emergency transfer under VAWA and SB 919, a tenant must (1) be a victim 
      who lives in public housing, (2) apply, and (3) state that either s/he has experienced violence 
      on the premises within 90 days or has a reasonable belief there’s imminent threat of harm if 
      s/he stays there.
   • If the tenant’s statement is refuted by anyone, the housing authority may ask the tenant to 
      get a 3rd party to certify the history of abuse or reasonable fear of imminent abuse.
   • If not refuted, the 3 elements above are all that’s required to qualify for an emergency transfer 
      under VAWA and SB 919.
   • Once a housing authority has the information it needs to process the application, it has 5 days 
      to make a determination.
   • From there, a housing authority has 30 days to either (1) relocate the victim to another unit 
      in its own or another authority, (2) provide a Housing Choice Voucher, (3) work with victim 
      assistance agencies to find alternative housing, or (4) refer the victim to a victim assistance 
      agency to find alternative housing.

Supporters
PA Coalition Against Domestic Violence • PA Coalition Against Rape • PA Housing Alliance
PA Association of Housing & Redevelopment Authorities • PA District Attorneys Association

Community Legal Services • PA Council of Churches • Women Against Abuse
Women’s Center of Montgomery County • PA Women’s Health Caucus • Office of Victim Advocate

** No known opposition**

Giving survivors of domestic or sexual violence in public housing 
a way out of dangerous situations.

www.SenatorHaywood.com

(Haywood/Bartolotta/Schwank)
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ADDRESS SERVICE REQUESTED

Women's Center of Montgomery County
8080 Old York Road, Suite 200
Elkins Park, PA  19027

Women's Center 
of Montgomery 
County

Elkins Park Office

215-635-7344

FAX: 215-635-7347

Thrift Shop: 215-885-0651

Norristown Office

610-279-1548

FAX: 610-279-7740

Pottstown Office

610-970-7363

FAX: 610-970-0705

Bryn Mawr Office

610-525-1427

FAX: 610-525-1429

Colmar Office

215-996-0721

FAX: 215-996-0725

www.wcmontco.org

1-800-773-
2424

Second Chances Shoppe

High Quality - Best Low Prices - 
Great Cause

Like us on Facebook

201 Leedom Street, 
Jenkintown, PA 19046

215-885-0651

Monday - Friday
10:00 am to 5:00 pm

Saturday
10:00 am to 4:00pm


